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Abstract: A fault diagnosis method based on deep learning integration is proposed focusing on fault
text data to effectively improve the efficiency of fault repair and the accuracy of fault localization in
the braking control system of an electric multiple unit (EMU). First, the Borderline-SMOTE algorithm
is employed to synthesize minority class samples at the boundary, addressing the data imbalance and
optimizing the distribution of data within the fault text. Then, a multi-dimensional word representation
is generated using the multi-layer bidirectional transformer architecture from the pre-training model,
BERT. Next, BiLSTM captures bidirectional context semantics and, in combination with the attention
mechanism, highlights key fault information. Finally, the LightGBM classifier is employed to reduce
model complexity, enhance analysis efficiency, and increase the practicality of the method in engineering
applications. An experimental analysis of fault data from the braking control system of the EMU indicates
that the deep learning integration method can further improve diagnostic performance.

Keywords: the braking control system of EMU; fault diagnosis; deep learning integration; LightGBM;
Borderline-SMOTE

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of high-speed railways, the reliability and safety of electric
multiple unit (EMU) operations have garnered increasingly widespread attention [1].
Among the nine key technologies of EMUs, the stability and reliability of the braking
system are directly related to their safe and stable operation [2]. The braking control system,
serving as the brain and control core of an EMU braking system, is responsible for the
operation and specific execution of the braking system. Therefore, its safety and reliability
are of utmost importance [3,4]. The braking control system is a complex system with
multiple potential points of failure. Therefore, during the operation of EMUs, if small or
potential faults are not timely diagnosed and effectively addressed during brake control
calculations, they may trigger a chain reaction resulting in accidents and even catastrophic
consequences. The accurate and reliable early-stage diagnosis and detection of faults can
facilitate timely repairs and, to some extent, serve as accident prevention measures.

The diagnosis of faults is crucial for ensuring the reliability and safety of system or
equipment operation because it involves making precise judgments and analyzing the
operational status and abnormal conditions. This process forms the basis for recovering
the faults in the system [5]. Rapid advancements in sensing technology and artificial
intelligence have facilitated the emergence of knowledge and data-driven intelligent fault
diagnosis techniques, attracting considerable attention [6,7]. An area of research focus and
difficulty lies in effectively utilizing historical monitoring data to enhance the accuracy
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and stability of fault diagnosis outcomes for the braking control system of an EMU. This
endeavor carries significant academic value and addresses practical demands.

Control system faults can be quickly and directly identified using knowledge-based fault
diagnosis methods. Zhang Y [8] designed an expert system for diagnosing train brake faults,
utilizing the acquisition technology for information on the fault status of brake systems of
trains. Zhang Y C [9] and Atamuradov V [10] developed an expert system for diagnosing
faults in the brake system, which is based on fault trees. Li W X [11] conducted a study on
fault diagnosis techniques for the braking system of an EMU, incorporating fuzzy theory and
expert systems. This study considered the characteristics of multiple cross faults, complex
fault hierarchies, and the challenges in accurately matching types of fault knowledge. This
approach helps us to mitigate the challenge of knowledge acquisition in traditional expert
systems. Despite the simplicity and effectiveness of knowledge-based fault diagnosis methods,
they encounter challenges in acquiring knowledge. Moreover, the accuracy of diagnosis relies
on experiential knowledge, and incomplete knowledge databases can lead to misjudgments.

Data-driven techniques, noted for their intelligent and automated fault diagnosis
capabilities, have found extensive use in detecting faults in railway braking systems. These
techniques encompass statistical analysis, signal processing, and artificial intelligence.
Statistical analysis and signal processing entail scrutinizing historical texts, images, wave-
forms, and other data to ascertain the operational status of samples. Zhang T [12] combined
fuzzy theory with the analytic hierarchy process to diagnose faults and perform a com-
prehensive evaluation of the CCBII braking system. Soares N [13] introduced a feature
extraction method that employs scalable hypothesis testing to select, extract, and cluster
features using unsupervised models with principal component analysis. Zhou D H [14]
proposed a fault detection and isolation method for brake cylinder systems that utilizes
inter-variable variance and reconstruction contribution plots. Seo B [15] suggested a fault
diagnosis method for the electromagnetic valves in subway braking systems, which relies
on sensor signals and physical behavior models. While these techniques can swiftly identify
fault types, their diagnostic accuracy diminishes when dealing with diagnostic objects
possessing intricate data structures. Moreover, acquiring fault data for high-speed train
braking systems and other rail vehicles poses a significant challenge. Considering the
scarcity of fault data in practical scenarios relative to regular data, Liu J [16,17] introduced
an enhanced method that employs support vector machines (SVMs) to tackle classification
challenges arising from data imbalance. Conversely, Zuo J [18] diagnosed pneumatic unit
leakage faults in the braking systems of high-speed trains by extracting distinctive features
from input and output signals and employing a support vector classification algorithm.

These aforementioned methods employ traditional fault diagnosis approaches to achieve
fault diagnosis in brake systems. Nonetheless, the diagnostic results obtained from these
traditional methods display notable discrepancies, which undermine the robustness of the
diagnostic models. As deep learning has matured, it has lessened the biases in traditional
fault diagnosis methods, consequently enhancing the accuracy and stability of fault diagnosis.
Liu H [19] employed a bidirectional long short-term memory network to diagnose faults in
railway signal equipment, effectively tackling the high dimensionality and sparsity of fault
texts. Lu R J [20] used convolutional neural networks for diagnosing faults in the onboard
equipment of railway train control systems. Moreover, they substituted the fully connected clas-
sification component with PSO-SVM, leading to enhanced accuracy in fault classification. The
integration of the word vector generation tool Word2vec with neural networks has led to sub-
stantial advancements in fault diagnosis [21,22]. Despite the comprehensive extraction of text
feature information, the softmax classifier employed in the model exhibits sensitivity toward
imbalanced samples and is inadequate for capturing intricate feature relationships, resulting
in diminished diagnostic accuracy. Various methods, including the SMOTE algorithm [23],
GC-SMOTE [24], and data augmentation [25], have been employed in fault diagnosis research
to address data imbalance issues. This has led to the mitigation of impacts caused by the
imbalanced distribution of text features on fault diagnosis outcomes.
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However, these methods encounter challenges, such as the imprecise identification of
fault types in the presence of complex structures as well as imbalanced distributions of fault
data, incomplete feature extraction, gradual feature assignment degradation during model
training, and slow training speed rates, thereby leading to suboptimal fault diagnosis results.
Constructing an optimal ensemble learning model and classifier based on the data structure
is crucial for enhancing the accuracy of fault diagnosis, thereby effectively improving the
classification accuracy and training efficiency of the model. Building upon this, we present
a fault diagnosis methodology for the train brake control system of a multiple unit train
using deep learning ensembles, offering the following distinct contributions:

(1) This study proposes an imbalance optimization method for fault data in the braking
control system of EMUs, utilizing the B-SMOTE algorithm. The B-SMOTE algorithm
is employed to generate minority class samples at the boundaries. Subsequently, the
data distribution is optimized, effectively reducing the probability of misdiagnosis in
the minority class samples.

(2) This study presents a deep learning-based ensemble model for fault diagnosis in the
braking control system of EMUs. The model incorporates deep-level feature extraction
of the fault data, enabling precise fault classification even with imbalanced samples.
Consequently, the fault diagnosis of EMU braking control systems can be effectively
achieved. In comparison with conventional fault diagnosis models, the proposed
approach significantly enhances the accuracy and robustness of fault diagnosis for
the braking control system of EMUs.

(3) This study proposes a fault classifier for the braking control system of EMUs based on
LightGBM. LightGBM significantly reduces the time and computational complexity of
fault classification through the utilization of the histogram algorithm and the gradient-
based one-side sampling algorithm. Moreover, LightGBM accelerates model training
by employing optimized feature and data parallelism methods, thereby effectively
improving the fault diagnosis accuracy of the braking control system.

2. Data Source and Data Characteristics

A total of 10,170 incidents of train braking control system failures that occurred within
a specific vehicle section in the past two years were utilized as the sample data and classified
based on the fault location, as illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. Model volume comparison.

Primary Fault Secondary Fault

The fault classification of the braking
control system of EMU

Vehicle body and chassis

Railway carriage (A1)
Wall panels (A2)

Floor (A3)
Beam (A4)

Reservoir (A5)
Release valve (A6)

Chassis structure (A7)

Braking

Brake regulator (B1)
Tube system (B2)

Brake cylinder (B3)
Drawbar (B4)

Bogie

Bolster (C1)
Side frame (C2)
Crossbar (C3)

Spring-loaded pallet (C4)

Coupler buffer device

Vehicle hook (D1)
Hooked tongue (D2)
Coupler yoke (D3)

Uncoupling lever bracket (D4)
Coupling lever (D5)

Buffers (D6)

Wheel axle
Rim-spoke plate (E1)

Axles (E2)
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By classifying and statistically analyzing the text data of train braking control system
failures, as depicted in Figure 1, an issue is evident through the imbalanced distribution
among fault categories. This implies that a significant proportion of faults in certain
categories can overshadow a smaller proportion of faults, thereby affecting the accuracy
of a fault diagnosis and leading to significant deviations between diagnosis results and
the actual issues. Specifically, the imbalance coefficient between the vehicle hook and
uncoupling lever bracket faults reaches as high as 61. Such imbalanced data distribution
can result in a tendency to diagnose minority class samples as majority class samples,
which is a critical issue in fault diagnosis research.
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3. Research Framework

The integrated fault diagnosis model for the braking control system of EMUs, based on
deep learning, is depicted in Figure 2. Initially, the B-SMOTE algorithm is applied to rectify
the issue of imbalanced textual data and optimize the distribution of fault-related textual data.
Subsequently, the BERT pre-trained model’s multi-layered bidirectional transformer architecture
is employed to generate multidimensional word representations. BiLSTM is then utilized to
effectively capture contextual information and fused bidirectional semantics while integrating
an attention mechanism to emphasize critical fault-related details. Finally, the LightGBM model
is employed to establish the association between features and fault location labels.
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3.1. Optimization of Text Data Distribution

The imbalanced distribution of data in the fault texts of the EMU braking control
system is evident from Figure 1, which poses challenges for fault diagnosis. In this study,
we introduce the B-SMOTE algorithm to enhance the SMOTE data generation mechanism.
Instead of oversampling all minority class samples, B-SMOTE selectively oversamples
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samples at the boundaries, thereby mitigating the risk of overfitting. Additionally, the
B-SMOTE algorithm incorporates density distribution and distance between samples dur-
ing synthetic sample generation, preserving the dataset’s distribution characteristics and
ensuring the authenticity of the fault text dataset in the EMU braking control system. The
algorithm categorizes minority class samples into safe class (a), dangerous class (b), and
noise class (c), with oversampling specifically applied to the dangerous class comprising
minority samples with more than half of their neighbors being majority class samples.
Figure 3 illustrates the principle of synthetic sample generation.
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The B-SMOTE algorithm employs various parameters. S represents the sample set
and distinguishes between the majority class (Smaj) and minority class (Smin) sample sets.
xn represents the neighboring samples, with the quantity determined by the value of K,
while xi and xij represent the attributes of the sample itself and the neighboring sample,
respectively. The term Rij is typically set to 0.5 or 1. The specific steps of the B-SMOTE
algorithm are outlined below:

Step 1: determine the nearest sample set of S′ ∈ S for each minority class sample of xi.
Step 2: determine the count of nearest neighbors from the majority sample set for each

xi in the minority class and assign it as
∣∣S′ ∩ Smaj

∣∣.
Step 3: choose the sample of xi that meets the criteria of the dangerous class, specifically

the condition K
2 <

∣∣∣S′ ∩ Smaj

∣∣∣< K .
Step 4: calculate the distance between samples dij = xi − xij between attributes of j

that correspond to xi and xn using the synthetic minority class samples from the dangerous
class. Obtain the newly synthesized minority class sample of hij = xi + dij × rand(0, Rij).

3.2. BERT

BERT is a language representation model in the field of deep learning that is built upon a
multi-layer bidirectional transformer architecture. Unlike traditional unidirectional language
models, such as Word2Vec, BERT leverages a multi-layer bidirectional transformer architecture
and integrates new multi-task training objectives. This enables BERT to generate context-based
multidimensional word representations, effectively increasing the expressiveness of word
vectors. In order to address the challenges posed by the limited size and complexity of texts
related to brake control system failures, the BERT model is used to obtain multidimensional
word vector representations. The training process of the BERT model involves using annotated
data from control system failure texts. The obtained training results and deep multi-level text
features are then utilized in downstream feature extraction tasks.

BERT considers the relationship features of token embedding, segment embedding,
and position embedding during the process of obtaining word representations for control
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system failure texts. This is performed to achieve more comprehensive semantic expression
vectors. In the pretraining process of BERT, which is based on control system failure texts
and displayed in Figure 4, an input sequence of length n undergoes multiple layers of
feature embedding and transformer layers to generate output vectors. The labels “[CLS]”
and “[SEP]” are utilized to identify the starting and ending positions of sentences in the
text, respectively.
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Figure 4. BERT pretraining model.

3.3. BiLSTM

The word representations of failure texts acquired from the BERT layer are fed into
the BiLSTM layer, which comprises both forward and backward LSTM units capable
of capturing long-range information and contextual semantic features. This aids in a
comprehensive understanding and analysis of the causes of failures. Figure 5 illustrates the
structure of the LSTM network unit.
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The LSTM gating unit is composed of an input gate it, a forget gate ft, an output gate ot,
and a memory cell ct. These components are expressed as follows:

ft = σ
(

W f · [ht−1, xt]
)
+ b f (1)

it = σ(Wi · [ht−1, xt]) + bi (2)

ct = tanh(Wc · [ht−1, xt]) + bc (3)

ot = σ(Wo · [ht−1, xt]) + bo (4)

ht = ot · tanh(ct) (5)

In the equation, W represents the weight coefficients and b represents the bias terms.
The variables of ht−1 and xt represent the hidden state value at time t− 1 and the input
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value at time is represented by t, respectively. The variables of σ and tanh represent the
sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent activation functions, respectively. The output sequence of
Y is subsequently passed into the BiLSTM by passing the input sequence through both the
forward and backward LSTM layers, whereby the BiLSTM network generates the output,

which is denoted as H =

[→
h ,
←
h
]

.

3.4. Attention Mechanism

While BiLSTM effectively integrates the contextual information of the fault text in
the train braking control system, it does not effectively highlight the key fault information
within the text. The attention mechanism utilizes attention aggregation to assign distinct
weights to characters within the text, thus facilitating the continuous learning and updating
of these weights. This mechanism empowers the model to effectively filter essential
information from intricate fault features, eliminating or diminishing redundant details,
thereby enhancing the efficiency of extracting critical features and improving the accuracy
of fault diagnosis. As a result, this allows the model to selectively focus on specific fault
information, thereby enhancing the efficiency and accuracy of the model. In this study, we
adopt a static attention mechanism to compute the importance of words by utilizing the

BiLSTM output vector of H =

[→
h ,
←
h
]

, which is expressed as:

ei = tanh
(

WT Hi + b
)

(6)

αi =
exp(ei)

∑
i

exp(ei)
(7)

H′i = Hi · αi (8)

In the equation, WT represents the weight vector and b represents the bias compo-
nent. The variable of ei quantifies the significance of the ith character within the sentence.
αt represents the weight assigned to the input and H′i represents the weight of the sentence.

3.5. LightGBM

GBDT, a model obtained through the iterative training of weak classifiers, represents an
optimal solution. LightGBM incorporates additional techniques on top of GBDT, including
one-sided gradient-based sampling, depth-limited histograms, and leaf growth strategies.
The combination of one-sided sampling based on gradients and depth-limited histograms
effectively determines optimal split points, reduces information loss, saves memory, and
improves processing speed, effectively addressing the time consumption issue for large
sample datasets. Additionally, LightGBM adopts a leaf-wise growth strategy whereby it
identifies the leaf among all current leaves with the highest split gain and performs another
split, thus creating a cyclic process, as demonstrated in Figure 6. Nevertheless, leaf-wise
growth can result in overfitting due to the development of excessively deep decision trees.
Consequently, we implement a leaf-wise growth strategy with depth limitations to prevent
overfitting by avoiding low split gain, unnecessary searching, and splitting.
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To locate an appropriate tree, fK, that minimizes the function, we employ the objective
function specified in Equation (9). Here, yi represents the fault label value, ŷK−1 signifies
the outcome of the (K − 1)th learning, and cK−1 denotes the regularization term from the
preceding K − 1 trees.

OK = ∑
i

L(yi, ŷK
i ) + Ω( fK) + cK−1

= ∑
i

L(yi, ŷK−1
i + fK(xi)) + Ω( fK) + cK−1 (9)

We assume that the prediction, denoted as ŷK
i , for the ith sample at the Kth iteration

and the objective function OK for the Kth iteration can be approximated through the use of
a second-order Taylor expansion, as demonstrated below:

∑
i

L(yi, ŷK−1
i + fK(xi)) = ∑

i

[
L(yi, ŷK−1

i ) + L′(yi, ŷK−1
i ) fK(xi) +

1
2

L′′ (yi, ŷK−1
i ) f 2

K(xi)

]
(10)

To minimize OK in each training iteration, it is necessary to obtain M non-overlapping
regions {Rmk}M

m=1 for each tree and the optimal leaf node scores {βmk}M
m=1. As a result,

with α and λ serving as regularization factors for their respective parameters, the objective
function can be represented as follows:

OK =
M

∑
i=1

(( ∑
xi∈RmK

L′(yi, ŷK−1
i )βmk +

1
2
( ∑

xi∈RmK
L′′ (yi, ŷK−1

i + λ)β2
mk) + αL (11)

LightGBM selects the leaf with the highest split gain for splitting. However, calculating
the information gain for split points requires traversing all data points for each feature,
resulting in substantial memory consumption. To address this issue, a leaf growth strategy
with depth limitation is implemented, whereby the maximum depth is specified during the
training process. Splitting halts at a node when it either reaches the depth limit or when no
further splitting is possible. This strategy ensures efficiency, optimizes memory usage, and
prevents overfitting.

4. Experimental Analysis
4.1. Experimental Dataset and Evaluation Index

To assess the effectiveness of the model, the experimental data was divided into a 70%
training set and a 30% test set. The five-fold cross-validation method [26] was applied to
randomly partition the training set into smaller subsets for validation. Evaluation metrics
in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score [27] were employed.

4.2. Setup of the Experimental Environment

The experimental setup involved a CPU (Intel i9 12900K) and GPU (NVIDIA GeForce
RTX3080Ti) running on the PyCharm 2021.2 integrated development environment (IDE),
with the code implemented in Python 3.8. Before executing the fault diagnosis model for
the train unit’s braking control system, it was necessary to configure the model parameters.
Among these parameters, the number of iterations played a critical role as a key hyper-
parameter. Setting it too low might result in underfitting, while setting it too high would
increase training time and hinder generalization. Figure 7 illustrates the performance
metric variations during epochs 0 to 30. The graph demonstrates that the model’s accuracy
and loss function stabilize, achieving the desired effect around epoch 25. Consequently, for
this study, 25 epochs were chosen as the final iteration count.
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In the B-SMOTE algorithm, the selection of boundary samples in the minority class
is determined through the value of Rij. Only those minority class samples identified as
boundary samples are chosen for synthesis in order to mitigate the potential adverse
impact on the overall distribution of the minority class. Figure 8 illustrates the variations
in evaluation metrics as the value of Rij changes. Notably, the model performs optimally
when Rij is set to 0.5.
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Furthermore, Figure 9 illustrates the length statistics of fault texts in the EMU braking
control system. The average sentence length is 60, with the sentence padding size set to 72.
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Based on the findings from multiple experiments, the optimal combination of key
parameters for diagnosing faults in the train unit’s braking control system is determined
and presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Model volume comparison.

Hyperparameter Name Hyperparameter Value

Epoch 25
Learning rate 0.001

BERT embedding dimension 300
Maximum sequence length 128

Number of nodes in the hidden layer of LSTM 256
Number of LSTM layers 2
Optimization function Adam

Batch size 32
Loss 0.5

Depth 14
Rij 0.5

Padding size 72

4.3. B-SMOTE-Generated Minority Class Samples for Experimentation

Figure 10 displays the results obtained from utilizing B-SMOTE for the automatic
generation of minority class samples. In comparison to Figure 1, there is a substantial
decrease in the imbalance of the different data classes. The imbalance coefficients for the
vehicle hook and uncoupling lever bracket decrease from 61 to 2.8, effectively optimizing
the imbalanced distribution of fault text data for the train brake control system.
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This experimental comparison compares the model proposed in this article with the
model that does not utilize the B-SMOTE algorithm. The confusion matrix of the model
without the B-SMOTE algorithm is illustrated in Figure 11. The imbalanced distribution of
fault texts makes minority class fault samples in the diagnostic model of the train brake
control system more susceptible to being misclassified as majority class fault samples.
For example, faults in the minority class belonging to the chassis structure (A7) are erro-
neously identified as buffer faults (D6), resulting in decreased accuracy in fault diagnosis.
A comparison between Figures 11 and 12 reveals that the proposed model demonstrates
enhanced diagnostic accuracy for minority class samples following the application of the
B-SMOTE algorithm while preserving the diagnostic accuracy for majority class samples. This
underscores the superior performance of the model in dealing with imbalanced datasets.
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4.4. Experimental Analysis

To further substantiate the excellence of the fault diagnosis model developed for the brak-
ing control system of the EMU in this study, the control group encompassed the BiLSTM [28],
BiLSTM-Attention [29], Word2vec-CNN [30], Word2vec-BiLSTM-Attention [31], BERT [32],
and BERT-BiLSTM-Attention models [33]. Figure 13 displays the experimental results.
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The experimental results demonstrate that the model proposed in this study achieves
an accuracy of 94.34% and an F1 score of 92.72%, outperforming the other six models. The
performance of the entity extraction model and the control models will be analyzed from
the perspectives of feature extraction and embedding methods as well as classifiers.
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(1) The BiLSTM-Attention model, which is based on the BiLSTM model, utilizes the attention
mechanism to enable the model to focus on identifying input information that is highly
relevant to the current classification. Consequently, when compared with the BiLSTM
model, the BiLSTM-Attention model demonstrates improvements in both accuracy and F1
score of 1.87% and 4.19%, respectively. These results indicate that the attention mechanism
effectively enhances the efficiency of feature extraction for key vectors.

(2) Then, the BiLSTM-Attention and CNN models are separately combined with Word2vec,
and the word embedding BERT is introduced for comparison. The results demonstrate
that both word embedding methods improve the model’s performance. However, as
a dynamic word embedding method, BERT specifically enhances the representation of
text features, enabling it to achieve optimal results when dealing with complex texts
in the railway field. Consequently, compared to Word2vec, the BERT model exhibits
a classification effect that is 1.73% and 0.74% higher than the Word2vec-CNN and
Word2vec-BiLSTM-Attention models, respectively. Furthermore, the classification
accuracy of the BERT-BiLSTM-Attention model surpasses that of the BERT model by
1.14%, with a corresponding 0.69% increase in the F1 value. This indicates that the
combined model of BERT and BiLSTM-Attention overcomes the limitations of a single
BERT model in text feature extraction and weight distribution.

(3) In order to improve the practicality of the method for engineering applications, we in-
corporate LightGBM as the classifier. The experimental results indicate that under the
same experimental conditions, the proposed model outperforms the BERT-BiLSTM-
Attention model, achieving a 4.73% improvement in comprehensive evaluation met-
rics. Furthermore, to examine the influence of LightGBM on model performance, a
comparison is conducted among different control models based on their training and
testing times, as depicted in Table 3. In contrast, the BERT-BiLSTM-Attention model,
configured using the parameters specified in Table 2, requires 24.8 min to train the
dataset, whereas our model requires only 16.4 min. These results suggest that the
LightGBM model enables parallel analysis, effectively reducing model complexity
and thus enhancing efficiency of analysis. Therefore, the proposed model enhances
the efficiency of fault diagnosis in the braking control system of the EMU to a certain
degree, thereby increasing the practicality of the method in engineering applications.

Table 3. Comparison of fault diagnosis efficiencies among different models.

Model Training Time/min Testing Time/s

BiLSTM 10.7 1.41
BiLSTM-Attention 12.6 1.53

Word2vec-CNN 10.8 1.43
Word2vec-BiLSTM-Attention 14.5 1.78

BERT 15.6 1.95
BERT-BiLSTM-Attention 24.8 2.12

Proposed method 16.4 2.01

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a fault diagnosis method for an EMU’s braking control system
using deep learning integration. The method utilized fault data from the EMU braking control
system to conduct experiments and analysis, which yielded the following conclusions:

(1) To mitigate the problem of inadequate model generalization and diagnostic accuracy,
which are caused by imbalanced sample distribution, in diagnosing EMU braking
control system faults, we employed the B-SMOTE algorithm to generate minority
class samples and optimize the distribution of fault textual data. The experimental
results demonstrate that the application of the B-SMOTE algorithm improved the
diagnostic accuracy of minority class samples in our model while maintaining the
diagnostic accuracy of majority class samples. This model effectively handles im-
balanced datasets. However, its performance may be affected by hyperparameter
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settings, and it may not be suitable for all types of datasets. In future research, we will
investigate adaptive parameter adjustment methods based on dataset characteristics
to enhance the flexibility and adaptability of B-SMOTE, thus reducing reliance on
hyperparameter settings.

(2) In order to provide additional evidence regarding the efficacy of the deep learning
integration model in diagnosing faults within the EMU braking control system, we
conducted comparative experiments utilizing authentic fault data and alternative
models. The outcomes clearly demonstrate that the proposed model surpasses other
models in terms of accuracy, recall rate, and F1 score, achieving values of 94.34%,
92.32%, and 92.72%, respectively.

(3) In order to enhance the practicality of the method in engineering applications, we em-
ployed the LightGBM classifier to classify the extracted semantic features. A compara-
tive analysis between the proposed model and the original BERT-BiLSTM-Attention
model illustrates a 4.73% improvement in overall evaluation metrics, accompanied by
a reduction in training time of 8.4 min. These findings indicate that LightGBM has the
ability to decrease model complexity and expedite runtime, effectively addressing the
time-consuming challenges encountered by traditional algorithms when dealing with
large-scale sample data. Ultimately, this approach significantly enhances the accuracy
and robustness of the model.

In conclusion, the proposed deep learning-based integrated fault diagnosis method
enables intelligent fault diagnosis for EMU braking control systems. It demonstrates
the potential to assist maintenance personnel in identifying malfunctioning components,
thereby facilitating faster and more precise repair decision making.
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